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1

General

Congratulations! The HiSpec LTR is an excellent choice, because it is an extremely versatile,
advanced and self-contained digital camera system specifically designed for long recording applications. Fastec Imaging Corporation combined progressive camera technology with the well
proven Director 2 software which is very easy to operate. Thus the HiSpec LTR is the ideal solution for long sequence high speed recording with the added benefits of no downloads and
which use3sd the same User Interface as the highly successful HiSpec camera series. This Operator’s Manual provides information about the features and operating modes of the HiSpec
LTR.
1.1

Essentials of HiSpec LTR

With the HiSpec LTR software rapidly moving or explosive processes can be continuously recorded and stored at up to 35,000 images per second and can be displayed and analyzed in detail immediately after the record end. This long record system can record at the full resolution
of 1280 x 1024 at 500 frames per second for over 55 minutes!
1.2

Customer indications

1.2.1.1 For customers in the U.S.A.
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if
not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to
cause harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference
at his own expense. You are cautioned that any changes or modifications not expressly approved in this manual could void your authority to operate this equipment. The shielded interface cable recommended in this manual must be used with this equipment in order to comply
with the limits for a computing device pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules.
1.2.1.2 For customers in Canada
This apparatus complies with the Class A limits for radio noise emissions set out in Radio Interference Regulations.
1.2.1.3 Pour utilisateurs au Canada
Cet appareil est conforme aux normes Classe A pour bruits radioélectriques, spécifiées dans le
Règlement sur le brouillage radioélectrique.
1.2.1.4 Life Support Applications
These products are not designed for use in life support appliances, devices, or systems where
malfunction of these products can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury. Fastec
Imaging customers using or selling these products for use in such applications do so at their
own risk and agree to fully indemnify Fastec Imaging for any damages resulting from such improper use or sale.
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1.3

Remarks, Warnings

This document contains important remarks and warnings. See the corresponding symbols:





Important remark

Attention, Warning
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2

HiSpec DVR in practice

The full range of functions available and all camera parameters may be set by means of the
HiSpec LTR’s Director 2 software. The user interface is organized in three parts. On the left
side, there is the control panel for the camera and program settings, in the middle the image
window and below the panel for controlling the application. Each part may be enlarged or
minimized, undocked and docked again.
2.1

The user interface

The camera is completely controlled through the Director 2 user interface. All parameters of
the camera for recording, playback and saving the frames after recording may be adjusted
here. After recording, stored sequences of images may be subsequently edited. Start the
software by double clicking on the appropriate HiSpec LTR symbol on the PC desktop or
choose the application in the windows start menu. After selection of the camera (by clicking
on the appropriate entry in the list of „Available cameras“ and establishing the connection by
clicking on “Connect”) the following screen mask will appear:
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Select modes of operation or change parameters by pressing a command-button or by selecting an item in an expander control (e.g. camera settings). If the mouse cursor is moved slowly
over some of the command buttons and symbols, information about this object will be displayed ("tool tip text")Program settings

2.1.1.1 Changing the playback speed
The playback speed of a recorded sequence may be adjusted by the slider „Playback speed“.
The unit is frames per second. If the speed is too high, some frames will be omitted during
playback.
2.1.1.2 Live mode after connect
With this check box you may control if live mode is active after connecting the camera. Otherwise the last recorded file is loaded if available.
2.1.1.3 Display Info line
Shows an info line at the bottom of the displayed image:

For a recorded sequence the info line contains the following information. For live and record
preview the info line differs slightly.
1. Date/Time of the recording
2. Rel. time after / before trigger [HH:MM:SS.mm]
(If the record is stopped by “Stop button” the last recorded frame is used as reference
frame)
3. Actual frame number of the current displayed image
4. Camera model
5. Camera Manufacturer
6. Camera Resolution
7. Recording speed in frames per second
8. Exposure time
9. Image ID of the current displayed image



If the “Info Line” is enabled it will be appended to the exported frames.(not for
RAW-file formats)
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2.2

Connecting the camera

On application startup your camera appears in the control on the left side. To connect the
camera simply double click on the camera or use the connect button.
2.3

Load and save camera profiles

A camera profile is a set of all camera parameters that may be changed by the user. The profiles are stored in XML format. If you save a profile, the actual camera settings will be written
to a file. If you load a profile, the parameters in the appropriate file are read and sent to the
camera. Loading and saving of profiles is accomplished by clicking on the „Load profile“ and
„Save Profile“ button.
2.4

Startup profile

The last used profile is automatically saved and loaded when the application is started.
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2.5

Camera settings

The adjustments of the camera may be done in 3 groups, which are selected by the appropriate expander controls.
2.5.1.1 Framerate, exposure time and frame size
These parameters are elements of the expander control „Camera settings“.

The frame rate and exposure time may be adjusted with the slider „Framerate [fps]“ and
„Shutter [µs]“ or you enter the values via keyboard in the corresponding input fields. The adjustments will take effect immediately.
2.5.1.2

„Low Light“ mode

In low light mode the camera's exposure-time is extended up to 99.9 milliseconds in order to
increase its sensitivity. This mode is good for setting up the frame size and the focus in “Live”
mode. Select your exposure time with the slider " Shutter [µs]" or input it directly in the appropriate number-field. Low light mode will be automatically finished if a recording is started.
2.5.1.3

Max Shutter

If this check box is activated, the maximum exposure time for the actual frame size and frame
rate will be used.
2.5.1.4

Adjust the ROI

Click on „Adjust ROI“. Now you may adjust the so called “Region Of Interest” or image section,
that you want to use, by:
-

Entering the values for x-position („Offset X“), y-position („Offset Y“), width („Width“)
or height („Height“)
Moving and changing of the green bounding box in the left control
Moving and changing of the red rectangle onto the live image

By clicking on „Apply ROI“, the adjustments will be applied to the camera.
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2.5.1.5

Black Level

With the black level parameter (controlled with slider „Black level“ or text field) you may adjust the camera’s image sensor base black level. The base black level must be set to a value
between 0 and 255. Setting to the correct value, the sensor will deliver the pixel value 0
(which means totally black) for a complete black image.
If the value is too big, the sensor will deliver a pixel value above 0 (which means gray). If the
value is too small, the sensor will deliver a pixel value 0 (totally black) for images, that are gray
and not completely black.
In live mode, close the lens of the camera for getting a completely black image. Adjust the
black level until the black line in the Luminance selection touches the 0-line of the diagram.
See Show Histogram Window
2.5.1.6

Gain

The gain may be adjusted with the slider „Digital Gain”. Factors 1 to 4 are allowed.



The quality of the image decreases the more the gain is increased.
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2.5.1.7 Dynamic range adjustment
With the “Dynamic range adjustment” you may adjust the sensor’s characteristic in order to
avoid overexposure of very bright parts in the image. If the slider is moved to 1, the sensor’s
characteristic is linear, normal illuminated scenes will be displayed well.
If there are very bright areas in the scene, then the image will be overexposed, details of the
motif will be lost. In this case you should move the slider to the right (up to 99 max.) whereby
details in bright parts of the image will become visible again. The correct setup value depends
on the brightness spreading of your motif. In normal illuminated scenes you should use “1”.
2.6

Camera IO’s

With “Camera IO” the input and output ports of the IO card may be configured for external
signals (see IO Card).

2.6.1.1 External sync in
With “External sync in” enabled it is possible to synchronize the camera with other cameras or
with an external clock generator. The camera can be triggered with the rising or falling edge of
the signal depending on the setting.
2.6.1.2 Stop record on external Trigger
If the recording should be stopped by an external trigger signal, the check box “Stop record on
external Trigger” must be activated. The rising or falling edge of the signal can be used on the
selected Input of the IO Card to stop the recording.
2.6.1.3 Restart record after trigger stop
This feature is only available if “Stop record on external Trigger” is enabled. The record is automatically restarted after the last record is stopped by an external signal. Each new record
creates a new record file. This mode can only be used if the record mode is set to ring file.
2.6.1.4 Start record on external Trigger
If the recording should be started by an external signal, the check box “Start record on external Trigger” must be activated. The rising or falling edge of the signal can be used on the selected Input of the IO Card to start recording.
2.6.1.5 Enable ARM
Outputs a signal on output 0 of the IO Card as long as the recording is running. Depending on
the setting the signal can be high or low.
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2.7

Record settings

2.8

Record directory

The current used record path.


2.9

The record root drive can’t be changed.

Record name

Used name for the next record file. The current date and time is automatically appended to
the filename (RECORDNAME_DATE_TIME If no record name is specified the default name is
used (DIRECTORY_DATE_TIME).
2.10 Available size
Displays the current available record size. If the record size limit of the system is reached manually delete files from the record directory to get free space. After that click the refresh button to update the user interface.
2.11 Optimize
Starts to defragment the record drive. This process is automatically started on every application and record start and is needed for performance reasons.



To minimize the duration of the optimization at record start manually run
the defragmentation process before.
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2.12 Record Annotation
Writes the entered text into the header of the next record file. The size of the text is limited to
512 characters. The annotation can be used to store arbitrary information.
2.13 Record mode
2.13.1 Ring file
The record runs in circular mode. If the selected record size is reached the oldest frames get
overwritten by the newest until the recording is stopped.
The recording can be stopped by
• the “Stop” button or the F12 key.
• an external stop signal.
2.13.2 Until end of file
The record runs until the selected record size is reached. The record then automatically stops.
Alternatively the record can be stopped by
• the “Stop” button or the F12 key.
2.13.3 Multisequence recording
See Autostart the recording after record end.
Record size
The selected record size for the next recording. The minimum file size is fixed to 500MB. The
maximum file size depends on the used system and the available space on the record directory.
2.14 Record frames
The number of frames that can be recorded for a given record size.
2.15 Record time
The record time for a given record size in [HH:MM:SS]
HH: Hours
MM: Minutes
SS: Seconds
2.16 Trigger settings
Number of frames to be recorded after the trigger occurs. This feature is only available in ring
file mode. The recording must be stopped by an external signal or by F12 Key to achieve the
trigger settings. Otherwise the recording is stopped immediately.
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The recording must be stopped by an external signal or by F12 Key to
achieve the trigger settings.

2.17 Record file format
All record files are stored in a .dat format. The format contains a file header (8192 bytes). After the header the raw image data is written sequentially.
DWORD
DWORD
Char[20]
Char[30]
Char[100]
Char[100]
Char[100]
Char[100]
Char[100]
Char[1024]
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD
DWORD

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
UInt64
Uint64
Uint64
Uint64
Int64
DWORD

Image data offset
Version
File signature
Record time
Camera name
Camera manufacturer
Camera model
Camera firmware
Camera serial
User defined comment
Camera count
Offset X
Offset Y
Width in pixels
Height in pixels
Image size in bytes
Record frame rate in fps
Record exposure time in µs
Used data format
MONO1 = 0, GRAY4 = 1, GRAY8 = 2, BAYER_GRBG = 3, BAYER_GBRG = 4,
BAYER_RGGB = 5, BAYER_BGGR = 6, COLOR_RGB32 = 7
Bayer factor (Red)
Bayer factor (Green)
Bayer factor (Blue)
Gamma (Red)
Gamma (Green)
Gamma (Blue)
Number of frames
Start frame
Trigger frame
Trigger tick count
internal
internal
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Arrange a scene

Click on the "Live"-Button to get a live-image from the camera. The camera may now be focused and aligned for the details of the scene. You may use low light mode to increase the
camera's sensitivity (available only in live-mode because on the other side the frame rate will
be decreased)!
3.1

Recording in non-circular mode (Until end of file)

Non-circular record mode is selected in the expander control "Record settings" => “Record
mode“ => "Until end of file". To start, click on the “Record Button. During recording, the recorded frames are displayed simultaneously. After recording, the last recorded frame will be
displayed.
3.2

Recording in circular mode (Ring file)

Circular record mode is selected in the expander control "Record settings" => “Ring file”. The
circular mode should be used if a trigger is applied.
The trigger may be
- The F12 key
- a trigger signal on the IO card see Stop record on external Trigger
A trigger is necessary if images are needed before and/or after an event. The trigger defines
the point of time of your event.
The circular mode is defined by the following parameters
• The number of Frames (Time span) before the trigger (Pre)
• The number of Frames (Time span) after the trigger (Post)
During the recording a preview of the recorded frames is displayed by the software.
After recording, the first frame after the trigger is automatically displayed. The timestamps
will be set in relation to the point of time of the trigger-moment, i.e. the first frame after the
trigger is set to 0 ms. Negative values indicate that the displayed frame was recorded before
the trigger, positive values indicate frames after the trigger, called “post-trigger frames”
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3.2.1 Start recording
The recording can be started by
1. the record button in the bottom control
2. the F5 key
3. an external signal on the IO card see Start record on external Trigger
3.2.2

Stop recording

The recording can be stopped by
1. the stop button in the bottom control
2. the F12 key
3. an external signal on the IO card see Stop record on external Trigger


3.3

Depending on the selected post trigger frames it could take a while until the recording process is stopped.

Playback of a sequence

The recorded frames can be accessed and displayed immediately after the recording is finished. The last recorded file is automatically loaded on application startup if available.
Use the play-forward
and play-backward
buttons to start the playback of the
images. To step through the single images use the step buttons beside the scrollbar or the
mouse wheel. Alternatively use the arrow keys. To change the playback speed see Changing
the playback speed.

The scrollbar can also be used to view the images. The number of the current image along
with the timestamp relative to the trigger frame is displayed at the bottom right of the control.
If you want to jump directly to the trigger frame (frame after the trigger occurred) use the
“Jump to trigger” button.
3.3.1 Edit and save a sequence
Since not all recorded frames are always needed it’s possible to select an arbitrary sequence
from the recording for playback and storage.
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3.3.2 Select a sequence for playback and export
To select a sequence push the “C” Key at the start of the sequence and release the key at the
end of the sequence. There can be arbitrary sequences selected. See picture.

To remove a sequence move the scrollbar to the sequence until it’s selected and then click
“Remove selection”. To remove all the sequences click “Remove all selections”.
The selected sequences are used for playback and for image export. Simply click save to start
the image export dialog. See Image export.
3.4

Open stored images

See Import images.
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4

The display window

All image processing functions are available through the display window. The name of the current file is shown in the windows title.

4.1

Dock/Undock the display window

Depending on the current state of the window it is docked or undocked. In undocked state
the window can be moved and resized. I n docked state the window is fixed.
4.2

Fit to window/Display origin size

Depending on the current state the displayed image is fit to the window size or the image is
displayed in its origin size. If the origin image is smaller than the window size the image is not
fit.
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4.3

Minimize/Maximize the window

Depending on the current state the window is maximized or minimized.
4.4

Show/Hide the toolbar

Depending on the current state the windows toolbar is shown or hidden. If the window is
minimized the toolbar is automatically hidden.
4.5

Zoom

The image can be zoomed by the mouse wheel or by clicking the zoom button in the
toolbar. If the button in the toolbar is clicked a control panel is shown at the bottom of the
window. To reset the zoom simply click the mouse wheel over the image or see 6.2.
4.6

Change Brightness

Changes the brightness of the displayed image. The control panel is shown at the bottom
of the window.
4.7

Gamma Correction

If you want to exponentially adapt the percentage brightness of the image you can use the
gamma correction. The adjust panel is shown at the bottom of the window. A gamma value of
1 leaves the brightness unchanged. Values greater than 1 let dark parts of the image become
brighter. Values smaller than 1 let bright parts become darker.
4.7.1 Gamma correction samples
4.7.1.1 Gamma = 0.6, Image gets darker
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4.7.1.2 Gamma = 1.0, Unchanged

4.7.1.3 Gamma = 2.0, Image gets brighter

4.8

Image rotation

Allows rotation of the displayed image clock wise or counter clockwise. The image is
rotated in 90 degrees steps.
4.9



Bayer adjustment (White balance)
This element is only available for color cameras.

Good illumination is extremely important for optimal true color display. Best results are
achieved by using daylight or halogen light. For recalibrating the color correction, start the live
view of the camera and the click "white balance". The control to adjust the white balance is
displayed at the bottom of the display window.
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4.9.1 Adjust the white balance manually
To adjust the white balance manually, use the histogram window (Line mode). Adjust the size
of the green check line, which is automatically displayed in the camera image when the histogram window is opened. Move this line over a white area using the mouse. (Click and hold on
the line and move it). See Show Histogram Window

The values of the pixels along this line will be shown as three curves – red, green and blue. Using the "R", "G" and "B"-sliders, move the three curves until they are nearly congruent as
shown in the figure above.
4.9.2 Adjust the white balance automatically
Take a picture of a scene that contains in its middle area mostly white. Click on the “Auto WB”
button in the bottom control to adjust the white balance automatically. The above mentioned
line will not be used for auto white balancing.
4.10 Display RAW image data
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The RAW camera data is displayed without any changes. Thus the image is always shown
as a gray color image because no Bayer correction is done.



This element is only available for color cameras. If enabled only the RAW Data is
stored even a non RAW export format is selected.

4.11 Edit the info line
Option to add an arbitrary text to the info line. See Display Info line



This element is only available if the info line is activated and a recorded sequence
or image is displayed.
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4.12 Show Histogram Window
The histogram window
Shows the histogram of the current displayed image.

The area which is used to compute the histogram can be changed by moving the
red rectangle. There are two modes available. Line mode, which shows all pixels on the selected line (see Adjust the white balance manually) and histogram mode.
4.13 Add image marker
Arbitrary markers may be added to the image. The markers can be adjusted and moved
with the mouse. Markers are used for tagging the position of an interesting part in the displayed sequence.



Markers have no relevance for the saved frames!
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4.13.1.1.1 Show grid lines
Displays a grid upon the image. The width and height of the grid can be freely adjusted.



The grid has no relevance for the saved frames!

4.14 View the RGB Values
Shows the RGB values at the current mouse position. The values are displayed at the bottom of the display window. The mouse must be over the displayed image.
4.15 Revert all changes
All settings are reset to its default state.



The settings of the white balance are not affected.
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5

Image export

The „Image Export Dialog“ can be open by clicking the save button of the bottom
control.

5.1

Selected images

There can be arbitrary image sequences selected for the image export. If no sequences are
selected all the images are exported by default. The image selection is done on the image
scrollbar (Select a sequence for playback and storage) or by editing the values inside the textfield. Each value pair is separated by a semicolon, (e.g. 100-200;250-400;). If you want to select all frames simply enter * and then apply.
5.2

Export directory

The export directory can be selected arbitrary. Each image export automatically creates a new
folder containing all the files.
Naming convention: EXPORTNAME_DATE_TIME
5.3

Export format

The export format can be selected within the combo box. See Supported export formats
5.4

Image cropping

Images can be cropped before export. The “Crop image” button displays a rectangle on the
image which can be freely moved. The rectangle defines the selected export area.



.
The selected area is applied to the whole image sequence.
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5.5

Export comment

There can be an arbitrary comment entered, which describes the current export sequence. If
supported by the export format the comment is written to the files header otherwise it’s written to the additional information file (see Additional export information file)
5.6

Supported export formats



All changes that are done inside the display window are saved, except for RAW
Formats.

5.6.1.1 BMP
All images are stored uncompressed as BMP.
5.6.1.2 JPG
The images are stored in JPG format with the selected compression quality.
5.6.1.3 TIFF
The images are stored in TIFF format (Tagged Image File Format). You can choose between
the following modes:
•
•

Uncompressed
LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch-Algorithmus), lossless compression.

5.6.1.4 PNG
All images are stored as PNG (lossless format).
5.6.2 DNG (RAW format)
All images are stored in Adobe DNG (Adobe Digital Negative) format. DNG is an open RAW
format which can be directly imported into Adobe Photoshop to post process the data. Many
other image processing tools also support DNG since it’s a common file format for raw camera
data.
5.6.2.1 AVI
The images can be stored as compressed or uncompressed AVI.
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5.7

Additional export information file

Each image export creates an additional file inside the export folder. This file (.exp) contains
additional information about the recording and can be used to import the images all at once.
The structure of the file is shown below.
[COMMENT]
Comment=No comment entered.
RecordAnnotation=No comment entered.
[EXPORTINFO]
Type=bmp
[CAMERA]
Manufacturer=Mikrotron GmbH
Model=HiSpec LTR
Framerate=500
Shuttertime=1994
Serial=00146
Firmware=B3.01-F2.96-V4.31
[RECORD]
StartTime=Unknown
ImageCount=11
[IMAGEDESCRIPTION]
ImageWidth=1280
ImageHeight=1024
ImageFormat=COLOR_RGB32
[SEQUENCEINFORMATION]
NumberofFrames_00=6
TriggerFrameNumber_00=39
TriggerRefTime_00=1170,0192
NumberofFrames_01=5
TriggerFrameNumber_01=20
TriggerRefTime_01=1170,0192
[EXPORTEDIMAGES]
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6

Import images

Click the „Open Button“ in the bottom control to open a file dialog for selecting the
images to be imported.
The following files can be imported directly in HiSpec LTR
•
•
•
•
•

PNG
BMP
TIFF
JPG
DAT (LTR RAW Format Record file format)

By selecting the additional information file (.exp) inside the export directory all images of a
previous export can be imported at once. The information regarding the record is displayed in
the “File Info” Expander. See Additional export info file



If a bunch of single images is imported, all of them must have the same width and
height to be displayed correctly.

If a .dat or .exp file is opened the information about the record are displayed in the left panel.
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7
7.1

Appendix
IO Card

The IO card has eight inputs which can be used by the software.
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